WALMART’S PRESCRIPTION PROGRAM DETAILS

1. Walmart’s Prescription Program (the “Program”) is available at all Walmart, Sam’s Club and Neighborhood Market pharmacies in the United States (“Walmart Retail Pharmacies”), except in North Dakota, as set forth below in Sections 3 and 4. The Program is also available through Walmart Mail Service (“Walmart Mail Service”), as set forth below in Section 5.

2. The Program applies only to certain generic drugs at commonly prescribed dosages. Higher dosages cost more. You may obtain a list of generic drugs and dosages covered under the Program at Walmart Retail Pharmacies (the “Retail Drug List”) and through Walmart Mail Service (the “Mail Service Drug List”) on Walmart.com or at Walmart Retail Pharmacies. The Retail Drug List and Mail Service Drug List may change and also may vary by state. Not all formulations of a drug (for example, enteric-coated, extended or timed release formulations) are covered under the Program. Program pricing not available when a covered drug is dispensed as part of a compound.

3. Under the Program at Walmart Retail Pharmacies, $4 is the price for up to a 30-day supply of certain covered generic drugs at commonly prescribed dosages (the “$4 Retail Program”). $10 is the price of a 90-day supply of certain covered generic drugs at commonly prescribed dosages (the “$10 Retail Program”). Not all drugs covered by the $4 Retail Program are covered by the $10 Program. Prices for quantities between a 30-day supply and a 90-day supply of drugs covered by both the $4 Retail Program and $10 Retail Program are prorated based on the $4 Program price, but will not exceed $10. Prices for quantities greater than a 90-day supply of drugs covered by the $10 Retail Program are prorated based on the $10 Program price. Prorated pricing is not available under the Program for prepackaged drugs. For pricing policies relating to prepackaged drugs, see Section 6.

4. Under the Program at Walmart Retail Pharmacies, $9 is the price for up to a 30-day supply of certain women’s health and other covered generic drugs at commonly prescribed dosages (the “$9 Retail Program”). $24 is the price for a 90-day supply of certain women’s health and other covered generic drugs at commonly prescribed dosages (the “$24 Retail Program”). Not all drugs covered by the $9 Retail Program are covered by the $24 Retail Program. Prices for quantities between a 30-day supply and a 90-day supply of drugs covered by both the $9 Program and $24 Retail Program are prorated based on the $9 Program price, but will not exceed $24. Prices for quantities greater than a 90-day supply of drugs covered by the $24 Retail Program are prorated based on the $24 Program price. Prorated pricing is not available under the Program for prepackaged drugs. For pricing policies relating to prepackaged drugs, see Section 6.

5. Under the Program through Walmart Mail Service, $10 is the price for mail delivery of a 90-day supply of certain generic drugs at commonly prescribed dosages (“$10 Mail Service Program”). $24 is the price for mail delivery of certain women’s health and certain other covered drugs at commonly prescribed dosages ($24 Mail Service Program”). Not all drugs covered by the $10 Retail Program are covered by the $10 Mail Service Program; not all drugs covered by the $24 Retail Program are covered by the $24 Mail Service Program. See Mail Service Drug List for a list of drugs covered by the $10 Mail Service Program and $24 Mail Service Program. Walmart Mail Service covers both initial fills and refills. Delivery of covered drugs is available only through Walmart Mail Service and is not available at Walmart, Sam’s Club, and Neighborhood Market retail pharmacies. Delivery under the Program through Walmart Mail Service is limited to U.S. addresses by First-Class Mail; expedited delivery is also available for an additional charge. Some health plans do not cover Walmart Mail Service or 90-day supplies. Prices for quantities greater than a 90-day supply of drugs covered by the $10 Mail Service Program and the $24 Mail Service Program are prorated based on the $10 and $24 Program price, respectively. Prices for quantities less than a 90-day supply are not prorated under either the $10 Mail Service Program or the $24 Mail Service Program. Prorated pricing is not available under the Program for prepackaged drugs. For pricing policies relating to prepackaged drugs, see Section 6.

6. Prepackaged drugs are covered under the Program only in the unit sizes specified on the Retail Drug List and Mail Service Drug List. Prepackaged drugs are dispensed based on the quantities prescribed and unit sizes in stock at the dispensing pharmacy. Unit sizes not specified on the Retail Drug List or Mail Service
Drug List are not covered under the Program. Multi-unit purchases are charged at a per unit price, based on the price per unit size dispensed, unless otherwise specified. Prepackaged drugs dispensed in unit sizes not specified on the Retail Drug List and Mail Service Drug List may be priced higher, even if equivalent quantities of the drug are available in specified unit sizes. Prorated pricing is not available under the Program for prepackaged drugs.

7. Prices of certain drugs covered by the Program may be higher in some states, as noted on the Retail Drug List and Mail Service Drug List.

8. Program pricing may be limited to select manufacturers of a covered drug and is available as long as supplies from such manufacturers are in stock at the dispensing pharmacy.

9. You may pay less or more than the Program price, depending on the terms of your health plan. Prescriber permission may be required to change a 30-day prescription to a 90-day prescription. Certain plans, including government-funded programs, may not cover a 90-day supply.

10. For purchases made at Walmart Retail Pharmacies, prescriptions must initially be filled in person, and refills must be picked up in store. There are no substitutions. Purchases made through Walmart Mail Service may be ordered at Walmart Retail Pharmacies, by phone or through walmart.com.

11. These Program Details are subject to change without advance notice. Changes to these Program Details may be made only in writing.
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